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INTRODUCTION '

X. Virtually all African countries suffer from vn a,cute shortage of skilled

and trained personnel ?.t all levels and an inefficient utilisation of the

available manpower* The quality and quantum of available manpower in any

country are critical and decisive factors in national development. Equally,

the manner in which the available human resources are mobilized, and utilized

determines the weight of their contributions to., and their effectiveness in

bringing atymt, socio-economic development. ■ Development, as is known, calls

for ths , .effective interaction of several factors; but, by.far, the most

important . .'.factor is the,.personnel with creative minds, positive attitudes,

skills D,nd vision to moke other resources productive and transform plr-ns and

ideas into concrete results. Indeed without such personnel, natural resources

may remain unappreciated and unexploited; business and other investment

opportunities roay pass unnoticed :and :there is likely to be poverty and.:want

in the midst of potential wealth, a situation which is now characteristic

of many African economies*

2* In recognition of the importance of human resources to growth and development,

r. number of individual and collective efforts have been made in recent years by

ifrican Governments towards the development of administrative organs which would

ensure an effective process of human resource management in Africa. The climax

of/.these efforts wa,s.th.e institutionalisatibn of the Conference of Ministers

Responsible for Hum?.n Resources Flrjining, Development and Utiliap.tion through

ECA Conference of Ministers resolution 389

3.-, ■ . During their first meeting in iionrovia in 19^1, the ministers responsible

for human resources planning, development .^nd utilisation resolved to accord

the necessary priority to human resources development and utilization within

the frpjnework of the Lagos Plr-ji of Action and the Final Act of Lagos. To this

end, member States were called upon to develop projects and progrwnraes, in line

with npttioncO. needs so as to:

(a) Strengthen national human resources inanagement m;icliineries and

integrate them into the overall national development process;

(b) Evolve a set of clero1 and comprehensive human resources policies;

; (c)- Increase and better utilize their pool of cjualified: human resources;

■ •■: ■■ ■ ■ ■■■ ■

(d) Improve development resource management techniques a.nd practices.
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4. In response -to this call, a number of governments have instituted action,

ranging from the creation of ministries, departments or units responsible for

human resources, to the mere conduct of revieus and studies on the status of

human resources in their countries in search of an optimum -ray of making them

more effective and responsive.

5. Cogniacnt of these modest achievements at the nr.tionrJ level, the second

Conference of Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development

and Utilization convened in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in October I984, recognized

that "performance in the field of planning, development and utilization -of

human resources had been particularly poor in the l-.st decade" and went on to

call for the formulation of more effective policies, programmes, strategies.and

machineries for human resources planning, development and utilization- .

6. Though these efforts deserve to be commended, most of them.still lack the

required framework, orientation and support that would ensure a more permanent

solution to the present low level contribution of human resources to; Africa's

economic growth and development endeavours. There is r.n urgent need to

strengthen effort in a consistent and systematic manner with a view to:

(a) Strengthening human resources planning and progrj\mming;

(b) Stepping up manpower development efforts towards more relevance
and rationality; and

(c) Increasing productivity through a wore efficient management of the
present work force,

7. The objective of this document, therefore, is to outline an agenda for

action with a view to assisting member States to place the human factor in its

rightful cell within the long-run economic and social development strategy of

Africa.

I. HUM! RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS TO GRCWH -U© DEVELOPMENT

8- Certainly the people who operate in r^ny economy must possess the relevant

skills, knowledge and attitudes in the required cruantity and quality, in order

to effectively contribute to the socio-economic transformation and growth of

that economy.

)• In Africa, the stock of skills and knowledge available for socio-economic

growth and development activities is so low as to constitute a, major constraint

to the continent's progress. Out of a total population of 500, .million i'n
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Africa, less than 200,000 persons hold post-graduate degrees; only 3;1 million

Africans have been beyond secondary school; .12,5 million have completed

secondary education; and the vast majority of the literatejpojnilation - 140

million persons — possess no more than a very basic primary education which

is of little use to the continent's development needs.l/ Over 70 per cent

of the total African population consists of illiterate persons who are deprived

of the types of skills that are .required to transform the agricultural sector .

in Africa*

1Q*.,(i .Mith such a level of endowment in human resources, the continent's ability

to effectively manage a developing economy is severely constrained by the

inadequacy of the most vital iipnrt into development, namely human resources.

However, .this is only one aspect of the problem- Another, raorey.; serious,

dimension of Africa's human resources management dileiama. involves the way in

which human resources are utilized. A total of 20,1 million able-bodied men

and women are openly unemployed within the continent while 94..S million workers

are. severely underemployed-, These are workers who are affected .by conditions

that severely limit their individual productivity, their incomes,: and their

contributions to development, . In government and the public services, poor

human resources, management practices account, in large measure, for the high

underemployment and low productivity levels.

11. The lack of appropriate human resources development policies have resulted

in serious mismatches between the skills available in the African employment markets

and the skills required by employers. The result has been a greater resort to

recruitraejftj; from outside the region for the satisfaction of critical manpower

needs to the extent that in Africa today the number of expatriates employed in

managerial and technical positions has not significantly changed since independence.

This situation is particularly acute in the service, trade and industry sectors.

In addition, while shortages in certain key occupations and specializations exist,

other not so critical occupations have become saturated. Such a si^ttaiion clearly

points %o the need for an urgent reform of the educational system-iiP- make it more

responsive and relevant to development needs and to ensure that the output of the

educational system is in tune with the actual manpower needs.

12» The raifiallocation of available human resources, especially in the public

services, is another serious constraint on the effective utilization of these

resources.. A relatively large number of employees are misplaced £r. jobs that

are riot commensurate with their qualifications, aptitudes and experience, ■ -

thereby limiting individual and aggregate contributions to efficiency.
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13* These and other factors such as the low remuneration levels, the unfavour

able political and economic environment, etc., have contributed to frustrating

the work fdtfoe-and to intensifying the braindrain from the continent. It is in

this way that7while the region laments the shortage Of critical specializations,

increasingly;large numbers of highly qualified Africans prefer to migrate and"1

work outside the region or to stay abroad after having completed their studiesV

With the worsening of social, economic and political conditions in recent years,

it is only -bo be expected that this loss of skills will be further intensified

in the coming years. '

'14* , In order to optimize the contributions of human resources to development,

an effective human resources planning and programming process must'-evolve and

be supported by adequate institutional capabilities for manpower development arid

utilizations within all sectors of the economy. It is when this precondition is

met that one-can S^peak of an effective human resource management system.

15. Unfortunately, despite various efforts made by African Governments in ■

recent years, management of Africp.'s human resources is still far from being

optimum. Human resources planning and programming in many African countries

continues to,.be;-in ,a poor state of affairs. Institutional capabilities for

manpower development and utilization continue to be in dire need of improvement*

Unless concrete measures are taken non to ensure effectivness in human resource

planning, development and utilization processes and practices, the African

labour force will not only continue to experience employment and income

difficulties, but will also continue to make marginal contributions to Africa's'

present and future growth and development. It is in this vein that the following

measures are recommended with a view to improving the management Of Africa's

human resources. .

'' A* Human resources planning and programming

' 16. As indicated above, very little achievement has been made in the area

of human resource planning and programming in Afrior,. To improve the situation,

efforts will have to be redoubled to:

(a) Strengthen the data and information base for manpower planning,
development and utilization;

(b) Develop appropriate concepts, tools and personnel for education . .

planning, employment planning and productivity planning; . ,. ...

(c) Integrate human resources planning and programming as a necessary

part of overall development planning;
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(d) Reorient the education.system and.content in relation to technological

needs, job requirements and population growth; apd

(e) Operate a systematic process for co-ordinating human resources

programmes and policies in the light of overall development needs.

17* --Failure: to ensure the existence of each of the above essential :

elements of human resources planning and programming will continue to

intensify the degree of the following structural imbalances that characterize

the African labour market: the mis-allocation of the scarce available critical

manpower; the mismatch between available skills, knovrledge and attitudes and

those demanded by the specific job; and the shortfall between the manpower

required by the economy and the available manpower.

18. The impact of the continued presence of these imbalances on the trend

and pattern of economic growth and distribution cannot be over-emphasized.

Africa's future development hinges on the adoption of measures, particularly

at the national level, that would enhance the continent's ability to adjust

and gear its economies in response to fluctuating domestic and uorld economic

conditions 'and changes in the structure and composition of demand." Anything

short of developing such a capability could increase the probability of the future

recurrence of the socio-economic crisis that has presently engulfed Africa.

The scope within which these measures are formulated and the extent to which

they are implemented depend crucially on the quality of the human resources

available to Africa and the extent to i/hich they are used with effectiveness.

19. Planning and programming for the efficient development and utilization

of Africa's human resources ought to be the cornerstone of any long-range

socio-economic development strategy. Essentially, such a process should seek

to determine:

(a) The present and fiiture directions of growth and development, and

the ensuing demands for manpower'by occupational categories and skill levels;

(b) What skills will be rendered obsolete by technology change or

different methods of production, as well as the nature and depth of human

resources intervention needed to make available the required skills should

supply projections indicate their absence or insufficiency;

(c) The types and quantum of skills and knowledge that vail be in demand

as against the stock identified within supply projections, thereby indicating

the type and extent of human resources development intervention that will be

required;
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(d) The areas of future sid.ll over-supply or shortage to allow for
corrective measures to be undertaken through career and occupational guidance

services, and the setting of human resources development and utilisation

priorities;

(e) What growth directions education and training institutions should

follow as well as what orientation human resources development police should" "
choose;

(f) The extent and type of future staff, financial and material resources
that should "be allocated to human resources development:and utilization;

(g) The general ordering of priorities for education, training, staff and
career development, productivity and incomes.

20. In Africa,- human resources planning of this type is still in its infancy.

Although a number of countries have conducted manpower surveys, only very few

have so far-gone beyond taking inventories of skills to determine areas of shortage

or surplus. Secondly,:these surveys have been confined-to establishments providing

wage employment only and have left out workers in the large subsistence agricultural

sector as well as the self-employed in the formal and informal sectors. The extent

to which these surveys1will reflect the true skills endowment situation in African

economies is not yet fcnotm, What is certain, however, is that should they prove

useful to the planning effort, they would hav^ made human resource planning and

programming possible for only the formal wage sector, which in Africa constitutes

between 10 and 15 per cent of the economy. As such, a large part of the economy,

with its own particular needs for skills, would have been left out,

21. What this means is that African Governments will have to develop,'within

their overall development planning framework, a human resources management system

which would allow them to effectively plan and co-ordinate the development,

mobilization and utilization of human skills, knowledge and attitudes for

development purposes. However, to be results-oriented, and to provide the

impetus for a long-term growth and development strategy in Africa, the planning

and programming exercise will have to abandon the traditional practice of

concentrating on workers in the relatively small monetized sector of the African

economies. Equally, if not more important, new institutions and delivery systems

and programmes will have to be installed and utilized towards a better development

and more productive utilization of the continent's human resources in subsistence

rural activities, in which are to be found some 75 per cent of Africa's total

labour force.
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22. The need for such a human resources management system, aimed r,t generating

self-reliance and self-sustenance in Africa's economic growth and development,

necessitates the adoption of nn integrated approach to human resources planning

and programming involving all sectors of the econoiir,-.

23- Another dimenstion of the problem which deserves attention is the tendency

for the preparation and implementation of development plans to pay little or no

attention to the assessment of the manpower required for the implementation of

those plans„ In practice, planning for the mobilization, development and

utilisation of the requisite African manpower for meeting' national development

needs is still far from being adequate. This poor state of affairs has been

attributed to the presence of ;\ number of factors, among uhich are the following:

(a) The existence of a poor linkage between manpower planning efforts on the

one hand and other sectoral planning efforts on the other;

(b) The inadequacy and/or non—availability of processed manpower data- and

information for manpower planning;

(c) The. 1,3,0k of adequate commitment towards manpower planning arsd

programming;

(d) The. shortage and/or misallocation of trained end experienced manpower

planners and statisticians; and

(e) The lack of appropriate organizational structures and infrastructures

for manpower planning to be undertaken on a sustained basis.

24• It is important that institutional arrangements for administering a human

resources management system be developed with its functions, responsibilities

and. accountability clearly stated and delegated. Also, adequate skills,

knowledge and attitude to worl: must be developed, to complement other inputs

so as to effectively accomplish the manpower planning and programming function.

25» Though national efforts to meet these conditions have been initiated

during the last few years in many African countries, much more requires to be

done. It would be expedient at this stage to review the status and effective

ness of existing national manpower planning policies, administrative machineries

and staffing arrangements in order to:

(a) Evaluate the effectiveness of manpower planning institutions;

(b) Examine existing operational linkages between existing central

manpower planning agencies and sectoral units responsible for manpower

planning with a view to making improvements; and
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(c) Identify resource and other constraints to the effectiveness of

manpower planning with a View to proposing effective solutions rlcng the

lines suggested in the foregoing paragraphs. " '

(b) Human resources development

26, Study after study has indicated that, generally speaking, Africa is

deficient in terms of the capabilities for preparing and utilizing, in a

systematic and co-ordinated manner, the r^uantity and cniality of human

resources which it requires, thus inhibiting greatly the capacities to

exploit and manage the region*e resources. These findings reveal that quite

oi'icn outputs from the education and training systems are out of tune with the

manpower needs of the econoiqy. Additionally, measurss and guidelines that would

have minimized the current undercutilization of the labour force and bring about

an efficient management of the economy are absent, and where they do exist, they

are, in most cases., not well articulated.

27, The need to redress this awkward situation imposes upon African Governments
an urgent task to reorient manpovjer development and utilization policies and

institutions, with a vieu to ensuring the undertaking of activities and pro

grammes that would increase the value of skills and knowledge, and improve

attitudes and efficiency as required of a high-quality human resources input

into all sectors of economic activity. Fundamental to this is that these

activities ard prograrrjr.es must be linked with the human resources utilization

programme to guarantee a firm foundation. This demands that governments should

initiate and undertake measures that would facilitate the development and

productive utilization of human resources to achieve national development

objectivesB

28, To this end, efforts must be redoubled to realign human resources

development policies and practices along the objective of increasing the

degree of internal control over the continent's factors and forces of

production, ' Measures to ensure that this condition is met should first and

foremost1"0 those that would result in the creation of relevant knowledge,

skills and attitudes for:

(a) Project formulation, analysis, implementation and evaluation;

(b) Corporate and public enterprises resource planning and management;

(c) Natural resource exploration, exploitation, transformation and

marketing; and

(d) Undertaking other productive activities, including the mastery of

production techniques end control.
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29. The primary goal in this regard should be to broaden the continent's

human resources base.' This would involve quantitative improvements through

provision of more opportunities for education and training for a much larger

number of middle- and high-level personnel. It'would also call for the

re-ordering of education and training priorities to ensure that resources

are directed more towards the creation of the technical, scientific and

managerial skills to meet the challenges of African development. Curriculum

reforias are called for at all levels of education, and innovations are

required in course offerings within educational institutions.

,30, As far.as developing the present uork-force is concerned, much improvement

is called for within the public services of African countries. Training of

workers, professionals, supervisors and managers should be intensified to

sharpen their skills on the job, prepare them tb attack problems,with

innovation and effectiveness and enhance their individual and collective

productivity. Unfortunately, Africans tend not to see training as a powerful

instrument for raising productivity. As such, opportunities for providing

this service on a sustained and systematic basis within the continent are most

inadequate, IJhen training is required, large sums are spent by African countries

to have the service provided out. of the region, thereby creating an opening for
more foreign exchange lealzages,

31. While some training is catered for, management improvement, job enrichment

and general staff development programmes are grossly inader;uate. Tlrese are

all human resources development interventionswhich could,have .a significant

impact on the efficiency paid productivity of the .or

32. Concerted collective efforts should, thus be made to establish or develop

multinational, subregional and regional human resource development institutions
Qualitatively, the need is for efforts to be made to improve structures,

orientation and practices in human resource development.

33. At the national level, governments would have to. strengthen machineries
to facilitate the:

.(a) Organization and execution of education, training and slcllls
development- programmes; '

., (b) , Provision of financial, material and other resources for human
resources development;

(c) Lianagement of the human resources development functions;
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(d) Orientation of curricula and structures of education and training
institutions towards the economy's priority needs in slellled manpovrer;

(e) Realignment of institutions of higher learning along the economy's

priority areas of need i.j. applied, research, ^esearch and development and the

preparation of high- and middle-level scientific, technical and professional

workers;

,(f) Monitoring and evaluating human resources development interventions;

(g) Management improvement services; and - ■

(h) Formulation and implementation of human resources development policies.

C. tJtiliziflfi; and managing human resources

34• Gains in the utilization of human resources :jg 'measured ~by the employment

levels and patterns and by the level of T.rorker productivity within an econoirr/.

In Africa, the high numbers of unemployed and underemployed point to the

inability of governments to create the conditions required for the maximum1 :

utilization of human resources in productive economic activities. The high

unemployment and underemployment r-vtes also make an indictment of human resources

planning and development efforts. Above all, what they underscore is the near

absence of employment planning in the continent.

35» Whereas provisions have been made to institute human resources planning in

African countries, much is still recjuired to be done to recognize the value of

employment planning and to respond to the need for it to be strengthened, "by

creating structures o:ad infrastructures ■ rhich could permit employment planning

.to emerge as a central focus of overall national development planning.

36. Monitoring productivity levels uithin the economy also requires the

attention of African Governments. In some cases, the social, psychological

and political environment in uhich production takes place is such as to

demotivate the work—force and depress its productivity. Supervisory,

personnel and general management policies a?xL practices which were designed

for and inherited from repressive colonial administrations, and which continue

to be applied in development management, are often in conflict with objective

needs for managing human and other resources towards higher levels of productivity.

Incentives systems are inadequate; career growth and development are subjectively

determined; and management's power to punish is excessively exercised. All these

are deinotivators that indicate poor utilization and management of the continent's

most important resources.
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37» Although-a number of productivity enhancement measures have been

developed in niany African countries, much work still needs to be undertaken

with a view to making them more coherent and effective. These measures

include:

(a) Formulating, implementing and evaluating employment generation

and productivity; enhancement! programmes;

(b) Undertaking periodic job and 'tasks analysis' and progTEjnaiing;

(c) Instituting more realistic reward and incentive packages;

(d) Undertaking on- and off-the-job training and retraining programmes;

(e) Career development and personnel planning; and

(f) Creating a conducive physical and social iror'dng environment.

38. Employment planning capabilities hr.ve also to be strengthened in

African countries. This calls for'the creation1 of structures for:

(a) Locating, testing and planning job<-see!cers; -:

(b) Bringing employers and prospective employees together; ;

(c) Instituting employment, incomes- and labour productivity'programmes;

(d) Formulating labour productivity enhancement, and employment
generation programmes and strategies; and

(e) Implementing policies on trorl:er and supervisor education and

training.

III. THE SECTORAL APPROACH TO HUMAN RESOURCE jjIAJLiGEj^fiHT FOR DEVELOPMENT

39» Human resources planning and programming at the macro level is e, necessary

but not a sufficient condition to ensure an effectively developed and utilized

work-force. .Accompanying this global strategy should be p. process of systematic

planning and programming of short- and long-term staff development schemes within

each sector :and industry if maximum results are to be achieved,. This vital link

within;the human resources management process is treak in Africa, particularly

with, regard to the management of the productive sectors of the economy*. . -,.
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40. The impact of the weakness is felt primarily at t-.ro ends of the human

resources management process. At one end, it creates difficulties in projecting

and planning for creating the types of skills and knowledge required in the

future. At the other Qndj it retards existing sectored outputs and labour

productivity. The inability to determine the type of slcills, combined with

declining productivity, has taken its toll on economic growth and development

in Africa. Unnecessary waste and underutiliza.tion of existing and future

resources have emerged uithin the African economy as a result of these„

Therefore, for any long-term development strategy to be effective, proper

attention ought to be paid to the strengthening of human resources management

at the sectoral level*

41* In the food and agricultural sector, insufficient attention is given to

policies aimed at promoting productivity and improvement of rural life and

the capability to translate policies into concrete action programmes are we^'c

To this should be added the crucial need for trained personnel in food processing

and food storage, grain stock management and in forecasting and early warning

systems* In industry, there i3 the lack of modern industrial culture and the

required technology and job attitudes; lack of adequate supply of technical,

managerial and supervisory skills for the operation of industrial processes

and design, and the underdevelopment of entrepreneurshi-p- outside the trade

8X& agricultural sectors. In science and technology for development, there

is a lot of ineffectiveness in existing national machineries to corae with

indigenous technological development, and a vagueness in the conception of

science and technology policy and its contents. The objectives for development

in all these areas can only be attained if there exists manpower with the

requisite skills, knowledge and attitudes to translate ideas into concrete

action.

42. The same can be said of the management and administration of public financial

and material resources. Indeed, relevant policy formulation and its effective

implementation provide the backbone for a sustained development effort, Basic

to this is the issue of domestic and external resource management uhich calls

for the development and utilization of specialized knowledge and technical

competence and understanding of fiscal and financial mrvbters, public administr-.-

tion and institutional interdependence,

43- The question of the need for qualified personnel to manage these resources

has dominated the attention.of African public administrators and managers in

recent years. The rapidly deteriorating economic and social conditions in

Africa suggest that this recognition can no longer be left hanging in the air.

Concrete measures should nou be.taken to plan for, produce and utilize a core

of professionals with abilities to formulate and execute policies and prograrunes

which would stimulate public and private savings r.nd investment, ensure a

favourable fiscal system and a coherent public service. In order to achieve
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these, ECA has emphasized that -whether it is in the public or the private

sector, there is an urgent need to broaden the .knowledge base of managers,

activate their innovative and entrepreneurial spirit, develop their analytical

and problem-solving skills, ?,nd. upgrade their capacity to allocate resources in

an optimum manner..., develop a ne# public service ethos and instill a sense of

responsibility and public accountability"^/

44. Meeting the above needs implies that African Governments would have

found a way to ensure the effective management and administration of public

enterprises mid services and thereby:

(a) Improve the management and efficiency of the various productive
sectors of the national economy; and

(b) Bring about development-oriented r,nd socially responsive public
services. :

45- It is encouraging to note that some attempts have been made through

personnel departments to institute sectoral human resources management

approaches. However, quite often these attempts are foiled by the lack of

intersectoral co-ordination of activities. Also, in mr.ny cases, these attempts

suffer from the lack of co-ordination and hc>rmoniz?.tion of activities undertaken

Try multilateral and specialized international agencies between and within the

various sectors of the recipient countries. Nothing can be more confusing and

detrimental to the grovrth end development efforts than the existence of duplica-*

tion and conflicting ider.s and approaches and wasted limited resoiirces which

usually follow from this lack of co-ordination, collaboration and harmonization

of national and international activities in relation to resource management,

particularly the human resources that manage all other resources.

46. In the last five years, African Governments hr.ve strengthened their efforts

not only to promote sectoral human resources management as part of the entire

human resources management process, but also to make sure that such efforts

would benefit from better co-ordination and harmonization of national and

international activities and programmes. In this respect, the second Conference,

of Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utiliza

tion unanimously adopted a resolution in which it:3/

"Recfliests member States to continue their efforts in structural adjustments

in their administrative system so as to strengthen national £ocal points for

policy harmonization, programme co-ordination, and the promotion of coherence

and complementarity in progrpjnmes for enhancing high qupj.it/ human resources

development; .
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"Appeals to member States to liaise fully with ECA and OAU in the pre

paration 6f periodic human resources development status reports and other

relevant materials in furtherance of the aims and objectives of the Conference;

"GaHs^upon African Governments to (a.) pay particular attention to

strengthening raachineries and processes for effective public administration

and management and for efficient financizJ. management, (b) give maximum support

to training and research institution in the field of human resources, public

administration and management; . ' ■

"Ca3-3.fr upon the Executive Secretary of ECA, in collaborating with the

Secretary General of OAU to liaise with multilateral, bilateral, and inter

governmental technical co-operevtion organizations and specialized agencies

and bodies of the United Nations, with a vieu to promoting harmonized and

co-ordinated activities for attaining a more rational use of available

resources, in furtherance of the mission of the Conference of Ministers

Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization."

47* The challenge now is for each concerned party to initiate the necessary

action to implement the above resolution. Such action needs to embrace the

re—examination of human resources management policies, programmes and institu

tions within the context of other policies, programmes and institutions for

development. ■

■ ... IV. SUI'IMARY PROPOSAL FOR ACTION

43. An. appropriate human resources management process required for

initiating and sustaining long-term economic growth and development in Africa

has three elements: ■ first, an integrated approach to human resources planning

and programming at national and sectoral levels needs to he designed and

employed; secondly, appropriate skills, knowledge and attitudes will have to

be developed and utilized effectively in response to the needs of the various

sectors and" industries as derived from the planning and programming exercise;

third, the first and second elements should be an integral part of the entire

national development effort.

49* Although the need for the foregoing-has been reiterated over the years,

very little has been achieved at the national, subregional and regional levels

by way of implementing those requirements. In vietr of the crucial importance

of the human resources management factor in development, there is an urgent

need for African countries to adopt policy and-institutional measures geared

towards optimizing human resources planning, development raid utilization to

accelerate Africa's long-term self-sustained and self-reliant development.
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50. To this end, African Governments, as a matter of priority, should:

(a) Accord priority to integrating human resources planning, development

and utilization within the frameuork of overall national development policies

and plans;

(b) Establish a central administrative organ that would be responsible

for co-ordinating and harmonizing human resources management activities within

the economy;

(c) Establish sectoral human resources planning pjnd programming unitej

(d) Review existing human resources management institutions, strategies,

and programmes with a vie-.r to:

(i) creating human resources of the -types, levels and quantity

required in administrative, managerial, entrepreneural and

technical fields to fill existing skill gaps and to provide

those skills required for Africa's;.long-term structural

transformation as called for in the Lagos Plan of Action,

and. thereby reduce Africa's heavy dependence on foreign

manpower for the development of its huge natural resource

base;

(ii) strengthening the management of the human resources development

function; '

(iii) making employment generation a central objective ;bf development

policy ;-uid plans - and

(iv) ensuring that human resources can effectively manage the

national economies J

(e) Encourage various institutions and agencies to undertake innovative

action-oriented research to identify and stimulate initiatives for the

conceptualization and development of appropriate measurement and projection

tools, concepts, methodologies and models for human resources planning,

development and utilisation.

51. Specifically, action is required in the folio-ring areas:

(a) Action ati the national, level.

(i) Human resources policy objectives

52, African Governments should ensure that objectives in the area of human

resources should seek to:
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(a) Lieet the present and future demands of the economy for trained and

skilled personnel and to provi&w a skills "base :,hioh is fundamental to national

development;

. ■ ; (b) Enhance productivity and efficiency in all sectors of the economy,

including the informal sector;

(c) Constantly upgrr.de skills in order that the work force can respond

viith flexibility and adaptability to. changes in technological and economic

development;

(d) Ensure that local skills and experiences are developed in order

to replace expatriate workers;

(e) Adopt and apply appropriate working conditions, conditions of

service, and effective incentives systems in order to tap the full potentials

of human resources and maximize their productivity; and

(f) Reorient, educational systems so that they could respond more

effectively to the changing needs of the economy and the labour market.

(ii) Strengthening human resources planning

53.: Governments should strengthen human resources planning and'lir.ogramming

efforts by:

(a) Integrating human resources planning into overall socio-economic

development planning;

(b) Strengthening their data and information base for manpower planning;

(c) Reviewing the human resources concepts applied in planning manpower,

employment and productivity;

(d) ■ Strengthening human resources planning skills.

(iii) Better management and utilization of hu_man,_reBouroes

54. For the effective utilization of the existing human resources, it is

important for African Governments to:

(a) Adopt realistic recruitment policies which would ensure the effective

allocation and matching of skills ^fith job demands; -
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(b) Knsure that all potential employees have easy access to existing

labour- marke.t information .systems; . .

(c) Devise and apply appropriate conditions of service, including ■- ;

incentive schemes to attract, and. retain professional.and .skilled manpower; ..

(d) Devise measures that are conducive to and attractive for the

return of nationals living and working abroad and, thereby, improving the

stock of available manpower;

(e) Avoid frequent and inappropriate movement of personnel in the

public service, especially at senior levels, in order to ensure continuity

of policy formulation and implementation.

(iv) Creation arid/or strengthening of institutional machineries for

human resources planning, development and utilization

55. African Governments should, as. a matter of urgency, set up appropriate

machineries to facilitate the formulation, co-ordiru..tion, implementation and

evaluation of human resources policies and practices. Siich machineries should

include the following:

(a) A central agency responsible for the overall planning, policy-

formulation and co-ordination of human resources development and utilization.

Such an agency should be centrally placed in order to be effective;

("b) Sub-organs at various levels dealing with specialized functions of

human resources development and utilization which are effectively co-ordinated

by the central agency to avoid duplication and wastage;

(c) Central labour market information systems;

(d) A centralized manpower data bank to facilitate access to manpower

information J

(e) Foster recruitment and staff-management policies and practices that

reward qualifications and efficiency so as to motivate workers toward higher

productivity levels.

(b) Regional and subregiorial co-operation

56. Action to improve the management of human resources should also be taken

at'the subregional and regional levels. The following are some areas in which
co-operation is strongly recommended:
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(a) The strengthening of specialized institutions in priority areas
such as science and technology; industrial development; natural resources

development; development and financial management; climatology; water1

resources development; irrigation science; engineering etc.; to act as

lead institutions capable of catering for manpower development needs at the

regional and subregional levels;

(b) The sharing of qualified personnel through technical assistance
arrangements or by facilitating mobility between employment markets across

frontiers;

(c) The initiation of joint research and study programmes to refine
the region's^tools for manpower, employment and productivity planning, and

for improving" development management; and "

(d) The furthur strengthening of co-operation, exchange of experiences
and adoption of common strategics, approaches and policies in the field of

human resources management within the framework of the Conference of Ministers

Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization.
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FOOTNOTES

1/ See DHSGA, document ECA/HRP/84/lO

2/ See EGA document E/ECa/aAU/ED/85/5, p.l.

2/ Resolution Res. MC/84/L.I adopted by the second Conference of Minister?

Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization,

October 1984, Addis Ababa.




